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AAPC Publishing

AUTISM
Life in the Prism
Kristina DesJardins

A thorough, detailed, insightful books of tips and advice for 
autistic individuals, their family and friends, and those who 
work with them. Written by a young woman with autism, this 
book has everything from product recommendations and 
helpful websites, to how to help an autistic person cope with 
overwhelming or difficult situations.
Jan 2022 276pp
9781956110067 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

BEEPER’S OBSESSION
Jasmine Pope

As a powerful and touching way to bring awareness to autism 
and the daily lives of autistic children, Beeper’s Obsession is a 
fun and colourful children’s tale that seeks to impart a valuable 
lesson of empathy and tolerance to adults and kids alike.
2021 36pp
9781942197751 Paperback £11.95 / €14.00

HERE’S WHAT I WANT YOU TO KNOW 2
Simon Greggs & Jeremiah Josey 
Illustrations by Makayla Kaiser

In his new book, Jeremiah Josey opens up about his experiences 
as a black man with autism. Jeremiah writes that he is afraid that 
he might not understand police commands and recounts his 
own racial awakening. Jeremiah knows it is crucial to fight for 
what you believe in, and resiliency and advocacy are your power.
May 2022 32pp
9781956110081 Paperback £16.95 / €19.00

THE INTEROCEPTIVE MIND
How to Become Your Most Effective Self by 
Improving Your Interoception and Microbiome
Nihan Altinsoy Marun

The ultimate resource for understanding and improving 
your interoceptive awareness. This book offers a wealth of 
information on interoception, including its connection to 
disorders like anxiety, depression, autism, and eating disorders.
May 2022 360pp
9781956110074 Paperback £16.95 / €20.00
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IT TAKES A VILLAGE
How to Build a Support System for Your  
Exceptional Needs Family
Amy Nielsen

With an authentic and conversational tone, It Takes A Village 
is an inspiring book that seeks to illuminate the challenges 
that parents of children with ADHD or Autism face, providing 
a wealth of practical strategies and advice for helping you 
navigate your role as a caregiver to neurodivergent kids.
May 2022 90pp
9781942197713 Paperback £16.95 / €19.00

LIVING OUTSIDE THE BOX
Cort Rogers

A charming picture book that introduces us to Cort Rogers, who 
explains that he decided to write Living Outside the Box in the 
hopes of helping other newly diagnosed autistic children “feel 
like they are not alone”.
May 2022 36pp
9781956110012 Paperback £11.95 / €14.00

THE SPECTRUM GIRL’S SURVIVAL TOOLKIT
The Workbook for Autistic Girls
Siena Castellon

Using clinically proven techniques like mindfulness, acceptance, 
and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), autistic  
award-winning neurodiversity campaigner Siena Castellon 
shares her experiences, strategies, and tools to help you thrive 
at home, at school, and beyond.
2021 275pp
9781942197423 Paperback £29.95 / €36.00

”YES, PLEASE TELL ME!”
Using the PEERSPECTIVE Learning Approach to Help 
Preteens Navigate the Social World, Grades 4-9
Jennifer M. Schmidt & Megan Barrett

Students with autism are often brilliant but struggle to get and 
keep jobs due to social skill deficits and splinter skills. This book 
will help students start thinking socially through intentional 
social skill lessons, based on evidence based practice including 
peer based instruction and intervention.
Feb 2022 260pp
9781942197690 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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BESTSELLERS

THE INCREDIBLE 5-POINT SCALE
The Significantly Improved and Expanded 
Second Edition
Kari Dunn Buron & Mitzi Curtis

Using the same practical and user-friendly format as the first 
edition, Buron and Curtis let readers benefit from work done 
with the scales to result in refinements to the original, as well 
as new scales specifically designed for young children and 
those with more classic presentations of autism.
2012 100pp
9781937473075 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00

WHEN MY WORRIES GET TOO BIG!
A Relaxation Book for Children Who Live with 
Anxiety, Second Edition
Kari Dunn Buron

Including a special section on evidence-based teaching 
activities for parents and teachers alike, this bestselling 
children’s classic became even better and more relevant 
in its second edition. Engaging and easy to read, this 
illustrated children’s book is filled with opportunities 
for children to participate in developing their own 
self-calming strategies.

2013 55pp
9781937473808 Paperback £14.95 / €18.00

INTEROCEPTION
The Eighth Sensory System
Kelly Mahler

How you know if you’re hungry, thirsty or tired are key abilities 
to live a healthy life. These are also skills that those with autism 
spectrum disorder tend to lack. This book gives professionals 
and parents a new way to consider teaching these talents to 
individuals with ASD.
2016 186pp
9781942197140 Paperback £29.95 / €36.00

MY BOOK FULL OF FEELINGS
How to Control and React to the Size of 
Your Emotions
Amy V. Jaffe & Luci Gardner

This highly engaging workbook is an ideal way to help teach 
children to identify, assess the intensity of, and respond 
appropriately to their emotions. This book is fully interactive. 
Also included is a Communication Pad for tracking and 
sharing information between home and school - an important 
component of effective programming.

2018 60pp
9781931282833 Spiralbound £29.95 / €35.00
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American Library Association

LIBRARY PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS WITH 
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
Barbara Klipper & Carrie Scott Banks

Programming staff, library administrators, and LIS instructors will find this an easy-to-read 
handbook for understanding the needs of adults with developmental disabilities and the 
principles that undergird the best practices the authors describe.

Klipper and Banks, two librarians with a long-standing focus on inclusivity, combine 
research-based theory and an introduction to best practices with details on how to replicate 
field-tested programmes for adults with developmental disabilities.
May 2022 216pp
9780838948668 Paperback £64.50 / €74.00

ALA Editions

American Psychological Association

SUCCEEDING WITH ADULT ADHD
Daily Strategies to Help You Achieve Your Goals and Manage Your Life, 
Second Edition
Abigail Levrini
APA LifeTools
Stop feeling frustrated by what you are not accomplishing, and start making practical steps 
toward achieving your goals. This expansion and update of psychologist Abigail Levrini’s 
bestselling book offers realistic, proven strategies to help adults with ADHD lead more 
fulfilling and productive lives.
Jan 2023 296pp
9781433838743 Paperback £21.50 / €26.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/library-programming-for-adults-with-developmental-disabilities/?k=9780838948668
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/library-programming-for-adults-with-developmental-disabilities/?k=9780838948668
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/succeeding-with-adult-adhd/?k=9781433838743
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/library-programming-for-adults-with-developmental-disabilities/?k=9780838948668
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/succeeding-with-adult-adhd/?k=9781433838743
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/library-programming-for-adults-with-developmental-disabilities/?k=9780838948668
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/succeeding-with-adult-adhd/?k=9781433838743
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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Brookes Publishing Co.

THE SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING TOOLBOX
Practical Strategies to Support All Students
Kathy Perez

Created by a seasoned educator with three decades of experience, this engaging, 
research-supported guidebook is filled with classroom-tested tips and techniques that help 
any teacher make SEL an integral part of each school day.

You’ll learn how to design effective classroom environments and lessons with  
easy-to-implement, inclusive SEL supports for every student, whether they have ongoing 
behavior and learning challenges or just need a little extra help.
Feb 2022 240pp
9781681254357 Paperback £39.95 / €46.00

SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTION FOR STUDENTS WITH  
MODERATE AND SEVERE DISABILITIES
Second Edition
Belva C. Collins

Provides comprehensive guidance on the why and how of systematic instruction, an 
evidence-based teaching approach rooted in applied behavior analysis. This edition includes 
updated research, fully revised chapters with a wealth of practical recommendations, 
detailed sample lesson plans, and robust online faculty materials.

Written by a seasoned educator with decades of experience training a multitude of 
teachers, this is the accessible, up-to-date text today’s teachers need to succeed in inclusive 
classrooms and improve outcomes for students with moderate and severe disabilities.
2021 248pp
9781681254388 Paperback £49.95 / €58.00

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-social-emotional-learning-toolbox/?k=9781681254357
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/systematic-instruction-for-students-with-moderate-and-severe-disabilities/?k=9781681254388
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/systematic-instruction-for-students-with-moderate-and-severe-disabilities/?k=9781681254388
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-social-emotional-learning-toolbox/?k=9781681254357
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/systematic-instruction-for-students-with-moderate-and-severe-disabilities/?k=9781681254388
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-social-emotional-learning-toolbox/?k=9781681254357
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/systematic-instruction-for-students-with-moderate-and-severe-disabilities/?k=9781681254388
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BUILDING PREVERBAL 
COMMUNICATION & 
ENGAGEMENT
Triadic Gaze Intervention 
for Young Children 
With Disabilities and 
Their Families
Lesley B. Olswang, Julie L. Feuerstein & 
Gay Lloyd Pinder

The product of more than three decades of research 
and clinical work, this accessible guidebook will 
help professionals harness the power of Triadic Gaze 
Intervention, an evidence-based strategy that supports 
the development of early communication behaviors 
- gaze, gestures, and vocalisations - in young children 
with disabilities.
2021 200pp
9781681254661 Paperback £49.95 / €58.00

COACHING AND 
CONSULTATION 
PRACTICES IN 
EARLY CHILDHOOD
Laurie Dinnebeil & William McInerny

Written by two experts on early 
childhood intervention and special 
education, this book introduces 
multiple models of professional 

collaboration, and offers in-depth guidance on how to 
implement an effective consultation/coaching model in 
early childhood settings.
Sep 2022 248pp
9781681254692 Paperback £39.95 / €46.00

HELPING YOUR 
FAMILY THRIVE
A Practical Guide to 
Parenting With Positive 
Behavior Support
Meme Hieneman et al

A reader-friendly guide that 
should be on every family’s 
bookshelf, Helping Your Family 

Thrive will show parents how to approach their children’s 
behavior proactively and positively - and structure their 
home life so that every family member thrives.
May 2022 152pp
9781681255675 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

RESOLVING YOUR 
CHILD’S CHALLENGING  
BEHAVIOR
A Practical Guide to 
Parenting With Positive 
Behavior Support, 
Second Edition
Meme Hieneman, Karen Elfner & 
Jane Sergay

Enhanced with new research and updates on critical 
topics, Resolving Your Child’s Challenging Behavior 
includes the resources and knowledge necessary for 
families to address current and future behavior issues, 
create effective individualised support plans, and track 
their progress. 
May 2022 224pp
9781681255644 Paperback £29.95 / €36.00

THE IEP CHECKLIST
Your Guide to Creating 
Meaningful and Compliant 
IEPs, Second Edition
Clarissa E. Rosas &  
Kathleen G. Winterman

It is critical that special education 
teams learn to design effective IEPs 
that improve student outcomes 
and meet legal requirements. The 

second edition of The IEP Checklist is special educators’  
one-stop IEP guide with all the answers a team needs to 
create great IEPs and put them into action.
Sep 2022 240pp
9781681254722 Paperback £39.95 / €46.00

PAUSE & REFLECT
Your Guide to a Deeper 
Understanding of Early 
Intervention Practices
Dana C. Childress

Helps early childhood professionals 
reflect on their practices, grow their 
skills, and be confident that they’re 
translating the best, most current 

knowledge into real-world action every day.
2021 240pp
9781681254265 Paperback £34.95 / €41.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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PREVENT-TEACH-
REINFORCE FOR 
YOUNG CHILDREN
The Early Childhood 
Model of Individualized 
Positive Behavior Support, 
Second Edition
Glen Dunlap et al

Resolve persistent behavior 
challenges in early childhood settings with a revised, 
updated guide to the popular Prevent-Teach-Reinforce for 
Young Children (PTR-YC) model, ideal for strengthening 
social-emotional development in preschool children.
May 2022 240pp
9781681255484 Paperback £49.95 / €58.00

REIMAGINING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Using Inclusion as a 
Framework to Build Equity 
and Support All Students
Jenna Mancini Rufo & Julie Causton

The pandemic exposed educational 
inequities and areas of urgent need 
- and now schools have a unique 
opportunity to press pause and 

reimagine their practices. This book helps primary school 
leaders and educators take the lessons of the COVID-19 era 
and turn them into action.
2021 120pp
9781681254760 Paperback £29.95 / €36.00

SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
MULTILINGUAL LEARNERS
Delivering a Continuum of 
Services, Third Edition
Else Hamayan et al

Helps special education specialists 
learn how to assess the specific 
nature of an ELL’s learning 

challenges, create a continuum of appropriate interventions, 
and measure the ELL’s response to those interventions.
Aug 2022 344pp
9781681256283 Paperback £44.95 / €52.00

THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR’S GUIDE TO 
DISTANCE EDUCATION
Adapting Your Instruction for the 
Virtual Classroom
Belva C. Collins

Addresses the issues special education teachers are 
most likely to encounter when engaging in distance 
education. The topics covered include foundations for 
distance education including how to prepare for distance 
learning, engaging students, tracking progress, selecting 
assistive technology, and successfully implementing 
behavior supports.
Nov 2022 224pp
9781681255033 Paperback £38.95 / €46.00

THE SPECIAL NEEDS 
PLANNING GUIDE
How to Prepare for Every 
Stage of Your Child’s Life, 
Second Edition
Cynthia R. Haddad & John W. Nadworny

Written with compassion and 
expertise, this book provides 
families with a guide to planning 
for the lifetime needs of a child 

with disabilities. It presents the ‘Five Factors’ readers need 
to consider - family and support, emotional, financial, legal, 
and government benefits - and how to plan for these factors 
at every stage of a child’s life.
May 2022 352pp
9781681254296 Paperback £34.95 / €41.00

SUPPORTING SOCIAL LEARNING IN AUTISM
An Autobiographical Memory Program to 
Promote Communication & Connection
Tiffany L. Hutchins, Ashley R. Brien & Patricia A. Prelock

A step-by-step guide to strengthening social learning 
for individuals with autism through autobiographical 
memory intervention.
Nov 2022 248pp
9781681255712 Paperback £49.95 / €58.00

If you are a teaching academic or course leader you may 
request up to three titles as FREE inspection copies to 
consider as textbooks for students on your course.  
For further details please visit:

eurospan.co.uk/inspection

https://eurospan.co.uk/inspection/
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UNDERSTANDING AND 
SUPPORTING STUDENTS 
WITH EMOTIONAL AND 
BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS
Vern Jones & Al Greenwood

Provides pre-service special 
educators, school psychologists, 
school administrators, and 
behavior specialists with a solid 

understanding of the key issues associated with providing 
support for students with EBD. This book further provides 
highly practical methods for working effectively with these 
students in a variety of settings.
May 2022 456pp
9781681255743 Paperback £74.50 / €87.00

BESTSELLERS

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR TEACHING 
PRESCHOOLERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
Third Edition
Susan R. Sandall et al

Provides a framework for successful and meaningful inclusion 
of preschoolers with special needs. This third edition offers 
teachers effective, research-based instructional practices to 
promote learning in inclusive classrooms. 
2019 240pp
9781681253411 Paperback £49.95 / €58.00

COMPREHENSIVE 
LITERACY FOR ALL
Teaching Students with 
Significant Disabilities to 
Read and Write
Karen A. Erickson &  
David A. Koppenhaver

Grounded in the belief that all 
students can learn to read and 
write print, this book is a thorough 

yet practical guide for teaching students with significant 
disabilities. It explains how to provide comprehensive 
literacy instruction addressing these students’ needs.
2019 272pp
9781598576573 Paperback £39.95 / €46.00

MULTISENSORY  
TEACHING OF BASIC 
LANGUAGE SKILLS
Fourth Edition
Edited by Judith R. Birsh &  
Suzanne Carreker

The most comprehensive text 
available on multisensory teaching, 
this book prepares educators to use 
specific evidence-based approaches 

that improve struggling students’ language skills and 
academic outcomes.
2018 920pp
9781681252261 Hardback £84.50 / €98.00

Cognella Academic Publishing

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Face to Face, Second Edition
Daniel J. Boudah

Helps readers move past the 
tendency to define and identify 
some people primarily by their 
disabilities. Rather than solely 
offering facts and descriptions,  
this book presents authentic,  

life-affirming, and informative stories about people, 
coupled with pictures, vignettes, and links to YouTube clips 
to bring their experiences to life.
2021 236pp
9781793519245 Paperback £94.50 / €109.00

TEACHING 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
A Curated Anthology
Edited by Melanie Keel

Provides pre-service educators 
with deeper insight into the lives 
and realities of individuals with 
exceptionalities. This collection is 
comprised of illuminating articles 

from a variety of perspectives, that help readers build the 
critical thinking necessary to thoughtfully consider and 
approach their work with students with exceptionalities.
2021 388pp
9781793520722 Paperback £123.00 / €143.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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Future Horizons

NEW EDITION OF BESTSELLER  
THE LOVING PUSH
A Guide to Successfully Prepare Spectrum Kids for Adulthood, New Edition
Temple Grandin & Debra Moore

Parents, teachers, therapists, and anyone who cares about a child or teen on the autism spectrum 
need this essential roadmap to prepare our youth for being successful adults in today’s world.

Since the first edition of The Loving Push, the prevalence rate of children diagnosed as autistic has 
only continued to rise. Greater numbers of kids are transitioning into adulthood with a spectrum 
label than ever before. Researchers around the world churn out studies, many aimed at learning 
more about the factors that help autistic children learn and gain skills. Community awareness of 
autism has risen, and companies and colleges are taking notice.

Bestselling author, autism advocate, and animal science professor Dr. Temple Grandin joins 
psychologist and autism specialist Dr. Debra Moore in spelling out which steps you can take to 
restore your child’s hope and motivation - and what you must avoid. Eight life stories told by people 
on the autism spectrum, including chapters on subjects like how to get kids off their computers, 
how to build on their strengths and get back to caring about their lives, and how to find a path to a 
successful, meaningful life make this a “must read book!”.
Apr 2022 261pp
9781949177749 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-loving-push/?k=9781949177749
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-loving-push/?k=9781949177749
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-loving-push/?k=9781949177749
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NEW

TEN THINGS YOUR STUDENT WITH AUTISM WISHES YOU KNEW
Second Edition - Updated and Expanded
Ellen Notbohm

In this companion to the classic Ten Things Every Child with Autism Wishes You Knew, the voice 
of an autistic child describes how to understand thinking patterns common in autism, how 
to shape an environment conducive to their learning style, and communicate with autistic 
children in functional, meaningful ways.
Aug 2022 277pp
9781949177862 Paperback £17.95 / €21.00

Also available:
KEY BESTSELLER

TEN THINGS EVERY CHILD WITH AUTISM WISHES YOU KNEW
Third Edition - Revised & Updated
Ellen Notbohm

Every parent, teacher, social worker, therapist, and physician should have this succinct and 
informative book in their back pocket. Framed with both humour and compassion, this 
book describes ten characteristics that help illuminate - not define - children with autism.
2019 155pp
9781941765883 Paperback £16.95 / €20.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/ten-things-your-student-with-autism-wishes-you-knew/?k=9781949177862
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/ten-things-every-child-with-autism-wishes-you-knew/?k=9781941765883
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/ten-things-your-student-with-autism-wishes-you-knew/?k=9781949177862
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/ten-things-every-child-with-autism-wishes-you-knew/?k=9781941765883
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/ten-things-your-student-with-autism-wishes-you-knew/?k=9781949177862
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/ten-things-every-child-with-autism-wishes-you-knew/?k=9781941765883
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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AUTISM AND US:  
OLD AS TIME
A Social History of Autism
Eustacia Cutler

A collection of essays written to take 
the reader on a journey through 
history, examining the impact 
of autism on the opinions and 
solutions of writers, poets, and other 
prominent individuals from the early 
nineteenth century to today.

Sep 2022 277pp
9781949177909 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

AUTISM: PARENT 
TO PARENT
Sanity-Saving Advice for 
Every Parent with a Child on 
the Autism Spectrum
Shannon Penrod

Your child has been diagnosed with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder and you 
are feeling overwhelmed and alone. 
Suddenly, you need to become an 
expert in treatment, diet, language 

development, social skills, and a million other things! What 
you’d really like to know is how to deal with Aunt Martha’s 
questions! This is your guide to all of this and more.
Jun 2022 200pp
9781949177855 Paperback £17.95 / €21.00

I HAVE AN AUTISM BOOST!
Jennifer Gilpin Yacio

I am ME. There are so many things 
that make me, me. But one thing I 
have, that you may not, is an autism 
BOOST. Come on and I’ll tell you all 
about it. This book celebrates all that 

is special about any person then explains the benefits of an 
autism boost!
Feb 2022 22pp
9781949177763 Paperback £16.95 / €20.00

INCLUSIVE PROGRAMMING 
FOR ELEMENTARY 
STUDENTS WITH AUTISM
A Manual of Social and 
Communication Skills, 
Second Edition
Sheila Wagner

Illustrates more than 120 goals for 
developing positive personality 

features, adequate social behavior and communicative 
competence. Ideas for long- and short-term goals have 
been selected from existing school programmes, general 
education of values, as well as wishes of parents, teachers 
and employers.
2021 175pp
9781949177718 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

NO LONGER A SECRET
Unique Common Sense 
Strategies for Children with 
Sensory and Regulation 
Challenges, Second Edition
Lucy Jane Miller, Lisa M. Porter &  
Doreit S. Bialer

Parents and teachers often struggle 
with advice given by OTs about 
supports for children with sensory 
processing disorder. What makes 

this book unique is the exploration of the secrets that 
professionals sometimes hold close.
2021 238pp
9781949177688 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

Receive regular up-to-date information about 
our new titles by registering for e-alerts at:
eurospan.co.uk/mailinglist
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PARENTS GUIDE TO EARLY INTERVENTION
A Comprehensive Model for Children with 
Special Needs
Alex Liau & Christa Toh

Describes an intervention model for children with Autism, 
acting as a guide for parents with children with special needs. 
Four stages of intervention are described in detail, each 
targeting different stages of development of the child.
2021 211pp
9781949177732 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

RECOGNIZING AUTISM IN WOMEN & GIRLS
When It Has Been Hidden Well
Wendela Whitcomb Marsh

Autism has long been considered a boys’ condition, but there 
is more to this story. The truth is, autism looks different in 
women and girls. They’re much better at masking their autistic 
characteristics. This book provides the perspective needed to see 
how autism manifests in gendered ways, allowing for a more 
accurate diagnosis.
May 2022 183pp
9781949177848 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

THE TEEN GUIDE TO SENSORY ISSUES
Rachel S. Schneider

In this guide especially for teens and the people who love them, 
Rachel S. Schneider, advocate and award-winning author, 
breaks the challenges of a sensory teenagehood into hilarious, 
thoughtful, and manageable chunks.
2021 100pp
9781949177411 Paperback £17.95 / €21.00

A YEAR OF MINI-MOVES FOR THE 
IN-SYNC CHILD
Joye Newman & Carol Stock Kranowitz

Get your kids moving and giggling with the 
delightful suggestions in A Year of Mini-Moves for 
the In-Sync Child created by Carol Stock Kranowitz 
and Joye Newman. Here are fifty-two weekly 
schedules that will incorporate quick movement 
activities into your day.

Apr 2022 56pp
9781949177800 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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BESTSELLERS

1001 GREAT IDEAS FOR TEACHING & RAISING 
CHILDREN WITH AUTISM OR ASPERGER’S
Second Edition, Revised & Expanded
Ellen Notbohm & Veronica Zysk

More than 600 fresh ideas join tried and true tactics from 
the original edition, while many ideas pick up where the first 
edition left off, offering modifications for older kids, honing 
in on Asperger’s challenges, and enhancing already-effective 
ways to help your child or student achieve success at home, 
in school, and in the community.
2010 392pp
9781935274063 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

ANXIETY MANAGEMENT FOR KIDS ON THE 
AUTISM SPECTRUM
Your Guide to Preventing Meltdowns and 
Unlocking Potential
Christopher Lynch

A clear and comprehensive anxiety management guide for 
those who live with and support children on the autism 
spectrum. The central purpose of this book is to highlight 
the reasons why children on the spectrum have so much 
anxiety, and to directly tie this knowledge to practical and 
actionable recommendations.
2019 277pp
9781941765982 Paperback £16.95 / €20.00

AUTISM AND GIRLS
World-Renowned Experts Join Those with 
Autism to Resolve Issues That Girls and Women 
Face Every Day!, Revised Second Edition
Temple Grandin et al

Describes the unique challenges facing females on the 
autism spectrum. In this book, you’ll follow the lives of 
women with autism through childhood, the social and 
academic challenges of the education system, and into the 
career and dating worlds. You’ll also hear from top experts 
on crucial and often under-discussed subjects.
2019 150pp
9781941765234 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/1001-great-ideas-for-teaching-and-raising-children-with-autism-or-aspergers/?k=9781935274063
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/1001-great-ideas-for-teaching-and-raising-children-with-autism-or-aspergers/?k=9781935274063
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/anxiety-management-for-kids-on-the-autism-spectrum/?k=9781941765982
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/anxiety-management-for-kids-on-the-autism-spectrum/?k=9781941765982
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/autism-and-girls/?k=9781941765234
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/anxiety-management-for-kids-on-the-autism-spectrum/?k=9781941765982
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/1001-great-ideas-for-teaching-and-raising-children-with-autism-or-aspergers/?k=9781935274063
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/autism-and-girls/?k=9781941765234
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/1001-great-ideas-for-teaching-and-raising-children-with-autism-or-aspergers/?k=9781935274063
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/anxiety-management-for-kids-on-the-autism-spectrum/?k=9781941765982
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/autism-and-girls/?k=9781941765234
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Grey House Publishing

THE AUTISM SPECTRUM HANDBOOK & 
RESOURCE GUIDE
Grey House Publishing

Provides accessible and helpful information about ASD, 
including many sources of support, as well as discussions about 
prevention, treatment, and outcomes. The Autism Spectrum 
Handbook & Resource Guide includes details on autism, as well as 
on a range of conditions that often accompany ASD.
Sep 2022 400pp
9781637001585 Paperback £163.00 / €190.00

Ian Randle Publishers

INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
The Key to Social Transformation
Floyd Morris

Makes the case for an education system that is fully accessible, 
in all respects, to persons with disabilities. The arguments are 
buttressed by recommendations for implementation of the 
necessary policy frameworks, more comprehensive teacher 
education, and the implementation of modern technologies to 
facilitate easier interaction and assimilation.
Apr 2022 231pp
9789768286314 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00 

Harvard Education Press

BESTSELLER  
THE BEHAVIOR CODE
A Practical Guide to Understanding and Teaching the Most 
Challenging Students
Jessica Minahan & Nancy Rappaport

Based on a collaboration dating back nearly a decade, the authors reveal their 
systematic approach for deciphering causes and patterns of difficult behavior and how 
to match them with proven strategies for getting students back on track to learn. It 
includes user-friendly worksheets and other helpful resources.
2012 280pp
9781612501369 Paperback £33.95 / €40.00
9781612501376 Hardback £49.95 / €58.00

Also available:
THE BEHAVIOR CODE COMPANION
Strategies, Tools, and Interventions for 
Supporting Students with Anxiety-Related or 
Oppositional Behaviors
Jessica Minahan

Since its publication in 2012, The Behavior Code has 
helped classroom teachers, special educators, and others 
implement an effective, new approach to teaching focused 
on skill-building, practical interventions, and purposeful, 
positive interactions with students who have mental 
health disorders. Author Jessica Minahan has written 

this companion guide for educators seeking additional guidance for creating and 
implementing successful behavior intervention plans.
2014 288pp
9781612507514 Paperback £33.95 / €40.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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IGI Global 

eBook available  
ADVANCING DEI AND 
CREATING INCLUSIVE 
ENVIRONMENTS IN THE 
ONLINE SPACE
Edited by Nina M. McCune

Considers the process of creating 
a caring and inclusive teaching 
and learning environment in 

online postsecondary institutions, by addressing key issues 
such as creating sites of collaboration and engagement, 
ensuring and delivering resources and student support, and 
developing inclusivity to support online course design and 
faculty development.
Jun 2022 320pp
9781668451502 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781668451465 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
ADVISING PRESERVICE TEACHERS 
THROUGH NARRATIVES FROM STUDENTS 
WITH DISABILITIES
Edited by Kimberly Dianne Cassidy & Beverly Sande

Explores the stories of students with disabilities as they trace 
their journey from the primary school setting into university 
and adult life, and addresses aspects that any new teacher 
must know in order to meet the needs of today’s primary 
school classrooms.
2021 300pp
9781799873600 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799873594 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR DIFFERENTLY 
ABLED STUDENTS
Edited by Sangeeta Dhamdhere-Rao & 
Frederic Andres

Explores how to implement 
effective assistive technologies and 
other related services for providing 

differently abled students an education that is high quality 
and equal to their peers, enabling them to go on and excel in 
their field and obtain employment.
May 2022 305pp
9781799881209 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799847366 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
BILINGUAL SPECIAL 
EDUCATION FOR THE 
21ST CENTURY
A New Interface
Edited by Gliset Coln & Tamara Alsace

Addresses the complex intersection 
of bilingual education and special 
education with the overlay of 

culturally and linguistically sustaining practices.
May 2022 320pp
9781799890447 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799890430 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
CREATING EQUITABLE 
SERVICES FOR THE GIFTED
Protocols for Identification, 
Implementation, 
and Evaluation
Edited by Julia Nyberg &  
Jessica Manzone

Presents cutting-edge protocols in 
the field of gifted education related to the areas of equitable 
identification, implementation of services, and programmatic 
assessment. These protocols seek to initiate discussion and 
critical discourse regarding diverse gifted learners.
2021 320pp
9781799881544 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799881537 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
DEAF EDUCATION AND 
CHALLENGES FOR 
BILINGUAL/
MULTILINGUAL STUDENTS
Millicent Malinda Musyoka

Provides knowledge, skills, 
and dispositions for teaching 
multicultural, multilingual, and 

immigrant deaf and hard of hearing students globally, and 
identifies the challenges facing the inclusion needs of this 
population. Topics covered include universal design for 
learning, inclusion, literacy, and language acquisition.
Jan 2022 330pp
9781799881827 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799881810 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBooks 
For more information on IGI Global ebook availability,  
please contact igi-global@eurospan.co.uk. 
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eBook available  
HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH 
ON CHALLENGING DEFICIT 
THINKING FOR 
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION  
IMPROVEMENT
Edited by Richard Williams

Unites current theory and practices 
to communicate the next steps 

to end the current harmful practices and experiences of 
exceptional students through critical analysis of current 
practices, mindsets, and policies.
Jan 2022 420pp
9781799888604 Hardback £262.00 / €305.00

eBook available  
HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH 
ON PRACTICES FOR 
ADVANCING DIVERSITY 
AND INCLUSION IN 
HIGHER EDUCATION
Edited by Eleni Meletiadou

Illustrates the current challenges 
students and staff are facing in 

Higher Education Institutions (HEI) due to inequalities related 
to diversity issues, as well as the support provided to them. 
This book includes research papers exploring how managers, 
leaders, and educators can resolve diversity issues in HEI.
Jun 2022 450pp
9781799896289 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH 
ON SHIFTING PARADIGMS 
OF DISABILITIES IN THE 
SCHOOLING SYSTEM
Edited by  
Hlabathi Rebecca Maapola-Thobejane 
& Mbulaheni Obert Maguvhe

Focuses on the global trends in 
education that require the total eradication of every form of 
impediment in the process of accessing quality education 
and lifelong learning for people living with disabilities. This 
book covers a range of topics, including inclusive schooling 
systems, visual impairments, and emotional disabilities.
Jun 2022 435pp
9781668458006 Hardback £243.00 / €282.00

eBook available  
INTERVENTIONS FOR 
IMPROVING ADAPTIVE 
BEHAVIORS IN CHILDREN 
WITH AUTISM 
SPECTRUM DISORDERS
Edited by Christine Syriopoulou-Delli & 
Ruxandra Folostina

Offers a current overview of modern 
practices regarding the teaching of autistic children. This 
book updates the current practices for professionals working 
with autistic children, offers practical information regarding 
interventions, and provides tools for managing autistic 
children in critical situations.
2021 305pp
9781799882183 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799882176 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
NEW CONSIDERATIONS 
AND BEST PRACTICES FOR 
TRAINING SPECIAL 
EDUCATION TEACHERS
Edited by Jeremy Bell

Discusses best practices and 
strategies special education 
professionals require to become 

more proficient in teaching students with exceptional needs 
and addresses the most important components of the 
special education teacher’s job.
Feb 2022 315pp
9781799894957 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799894940 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
POLICIES AND PRACTICES 
FOR ASSESSING INCLUSIVE 
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Edited by Eleni Meletiadou

Presents research studies that 
examine how various inclusive 
online teaching and assessment 
practices have been implemented 

worldwide in response to the COVID-19 crisis that has 
challenged educators and students worldwide. This book 
provides practical suggestions to educators who need to 
employ new inclusive approaches.
Jan 2022 480pp
9781799885795 Hardback £243.00 / €282.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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eBook available  
RESEARCH ANTHOLOGY 
ON INCLUSIVE PRACTICES 
FOR EDUCATORS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS IN 
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Edited by Information Resources 
Management Association

A reference source that includes 
abundant research on all aspects of inclusion in special 
education, as well as the latest trends, research, and studies 
that provide a comprehensive look at its current state. This 
anthology covers topics including accessibility, educational 
models, teacher training, and assistive technologies.
May 2022 1,000pp , 2-volume set
9781668436707 Hardback £491.00 / €569.00

eBook available  
TECHNOLOGY-SUPPORTED INTERVENTIONS 
FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS IN THE 
21ST CENTURY
Edited by Xiongyi Liu & Patrick Wachira

Covers effective assistive modern technologies for 
overcoming specific challenges encountered by students 
with special needs for promoting their learning and 
development, educational attainment, social engagement, 
self-sufficiency, and quality of life.
Mar 2022 289pp
9781799889335 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799888741 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

eBook available  
UNDERSTANDING PARENT EXPERIENCES 
AND SUPPORTING AUTISTIC CHILDREN IN 
THE K-12 SCHOOL SYSTEM
Edited by Jillian Yarbrough

Shares the experiences of children with ASDs in order to 
develop more supportive practices for these children as they 
navigate the primary school system. This book also offers 
best practices, strategies, and information for educators 
to provide a sufficient learning environment to support 
children with ASDs within their classrooms.
2021 305pp
9781799877332 Paperback £148.00 / €173.00
9781799877325 Hardback £193.00 / €224.00

Information Age Publishing

IDENTIFYING, PREVENTING AND  
COMBATING BULLYING IN 
GIFTED EDUCATION
Edited by Fernanda Hellen Ribeiro Piske & Kristina Henry Collins
Contemporary Perspectives on Multicultural  
Gifted Education
Provides a critical review and expanded context within 
gifted education to include social, emotional, and cultural 
components of the bullying phenomenon. This book 
offers a global, multidisciplinary perspective and has the 
differential of helping all stakeholders identify, prevent and 
combat different forms of bullying.
May 2022 224pp
9781648028595 Paperback £49.50 / €57.00
9781648028601 Hardback £92.50 / €106.00

INNOVATIVE CURRICULAR AND 
PEDAGOGICAL DESIGNS IN BILINGUAL 
TEACHER EDUCATION
Bridging the Distance with School Contexts
Edited by Cristian R. Aquino-Sterling, Mileidis Gort &  
Belinda Bustos Flores
Research in Biligual Education
Provides a much-needed overview of innovative bilingual 
teacher preparation practices, designed and implemented 
to develop bilingual teacher professionals equipped to effect 
curricular and pedagogical changes in bilingual settings.
May 2022 202pp
9781648028946 Paperback £49.50 / €57.00
9781648028953 Hardback £92.50 / €106.00

PURPOSEFUL TEACHING AND LEARNING IN 
DIVERSE CONTEXTS
Implications for Access, Equity and Achievement
Edited by Darrell C. Hucks et al
Contemporary Perspectives on Access, Equity  
and Achievement
What are the obstacles and challenges teachers and students 
face in their respective school settings and how do they 
grapple with and overcome them? What do these teachers 
and students know that motivates and informs their work? 
Contributors to this volume take up these questions and 
share the findings of their research.
Apr 2022 536pp
9781648027505 Paperback £71.95 / €82.00
9781648027512 Hardback £102.00 / €119.00
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RACISM BY ANOTHER NAME
Black Students, Overrepresentation, and the 
Carceral State of Special Education
Edited by Dorothy E. Hines, Mildred Boveda & Endia J. Lindo
Research, Advocacy, Collaboration, and Empowerment 
Mentoring Series
A thought-provoking book that provides a landscape  
for understanding and challenging educational  
(in)opportunities for Black students who are identified 
for special education. This book provides a historical and 
contemporary analysis through the eyes of Black children 
and their families on how they navigate and push against 
inequitable schooling.
2021 312pp
9781648024474 Paperback £49.50 / €57.00
9781648024481 Hardback £92.50 / €106.00

WHO DECIDES?
Power, Disability, and Educational Leadership
Edited by Catherine O’Brien, William R. Black & Arnold B. Danzig
Research and Theory in Educational Administration
Asks who decides how to organise schools around criteria 
of ability and/or disability and what these decisions imply 
for leadership in schools. This book interrogates policies, 
research and personnel preparation practices which 
constitute interactions, discourses, and institutions that 
construct and enact ability and disability.
May 2022 728pp
9781648029110 Paperback £96.50 / €111.00
9781648029127 Hardback £113.00 / €131.00

Magination Press

BRILLIANT BEA
Shaina Rudolph & Mary Vukadinovich
Illustrated by Fiona Lee

An empowering story that 
demonstrates that a learning 
difference like dyslexia doesn’t 
define who you are. Despite her 
struggles with reading and writing, 
Beatrice is a brilliant storyteller. 

With the help of a teacher, Beatrice uses a tape recorder 
so she can speak her words and them play them back, as a 
technique for learning in whole new way.
Jan 2022 32pp
9781433837418 Hardback £18.50 / €21.00

THE HOMEWORK SQUAD’S 
ADHD GUIDE TO 
SCHOOL SUCCESS
Joshua Shifrin
Illustrated by Tracy Bishop

The Homework Squad is here for 
kids with ADHD. This easy-to-use 
guide will help with key study 
skills to improve reading, writing, 
maths, listening, memorisation, 
concentration, and more. Bite-sized 

tips and tricks, journal prompts, and advice for challenges 
help kids with ADHD recognise how they learn best and act 
on that knowledge.
2021 128pp
9781433833755 Hardback £16.50 / €19.00

Melbourne University Publishing

GROWING IN TO AUTISM
Sandra Thom-Jones

Part personal, funny, endearing 
and enlightening memoir, and part 
rigorous explication of the nature of 
autism, Growing in to Autism is a book 
for all people, memorably conveying 
the need for better understanding 
and ways of making space for a 
group of individuals in our society 
who have so much to offer.

Aug 2022 277pp
9780522878882 Paperback £37.50 / €44.00

If you are a teaching academic or course leader you 
may request up to three titles as FREE inspection 
copies to consider as textbooks for students on 
your course. For further details please visit:

eurospan.co.uk/inspection

Receive regular up-to-date information about 
our new titles by registering for e-alerts at:
eurospan.co.uk/mailinglist

For further information, visit

https://eurospan.co.uk/inspection/
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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NCTE: National Council of Teachers of English

RHETORICS OF OVERCOMING
Rewriting Narratives of Disability and Accessibility 
in Writing Studies
Allison Harper Hitt

Addresses the in/accessibility of writing classroom and 
writing centre practices for disabled and nondisabled student 
writers, exploring how rhetorics of overcoming - the idea that 
disabled students must overcome their disabilities in order 
to be successful - manifest in writing studies scholarship 
and practices.
2021 159pp
9780814141540 Paperback £24.95 / €30.00

Pembroke Publishers

MANAGING STUDENT BEHAVIOR
How to Identify, Understand, and Defuse 
Challenging Classroom Situations
Marsha Costello

Provides an in-depth understanding of student behavior, 
including identifying factors that trigger and maintain negative, 
disruptive actions and attitudes. This book provides an overview 
of appropriate reinforcement, and highlights many effective, 
evidence-based strategies that support permanent change.
May 2022 128pp
9781551383552 Paperback £31.50 / €36.00

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
Building on Autism Strengths, Skills, and Talents in 
Your Classrooms
Amanda Yuill

What’s the difference between teaching our students and our 
autistic students? Not much. This practical book argues that all 
students are unique. It focuses on integrating teaching autistic 
students into the teaching practice of the whole class.
2021 126pp
9781551383484 Paperback £31.50 / €36.00

PHI Learning

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE SCHOOL
S.K. Mangal & Shubhra Mangal

Equips readers with the knowledge, understanding, skills, 
interests and attitude needed for working in inclusive schools. 
This book presents the essentials related to the nature of the 
different types of disabilities or impairments, diversities and 
exceptionalities of the children in an inclusive school.
Mar 2022 336pp
9789388028165 Paperback £17.50 / €21.00
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Redleaf Press

 
 

NEW IN A BESTSELLING SERIES  
LOOSE PARTS FOR CHILDREN WITH 
DIVERSE ABILITIES
Miriam Beloglovsky

Play is a magnificent activity that sustains life and promotes 
joy and hopefulness. Loose Parts for Children with Diverse 
Abilities addresses the importance of play, while providing 
appropriate accommodation to support young children with 
diverse abilities.
May 2022 264pp, photos
9781605547077 Paperback £36.50 / €41.00

Also available:

LOOSE PARTS
Inspiring Play in 
Young Children
Lisa Daly & Miriam Beloglovsky
Photographs by Jenna Daly
2014 216pp, photos
9781605542744 Paperback 
£36.50 / €41.00

LOOSE PARTS 2
Inspiring Play with 
Infants and Toddlers
Lisa Daly & Miriam Beloglovsky
Photographs by Jenna Daly
2016 272pp, photos
9781605544649 Paperback 
£36.50 / €41.00

LOOSE PARTS 3
Inspiring Culturally 
Sustainable Environments
Lisa Daly & Miriam Beloglovsky
Photographs by Jenna Daly
2018 296pp, photos
9781605544663 Paperback 
£36.50 / €41.00

LOOSE PARTS 4
Inspiring 21st 
Century Learning
Lisa Daly & Miriam Beloglovsky
Photographs by Jenna Daly
2019 264pp, photos
9781605545899 Paperback 
£36.50 / €41.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/loose-parts-for-children-with-diverse-abilities/?k=9781605547077
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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HEARING ALL VOICES
Culturally Responsive Coaching in 
Early Childhood
Jill McFarren Avilés & Erika Amadee Flores

Offers a culturally responsive framework that supports 
educators in understanding the importance of equity 
in their interactions with children and families. The 
framework focuses on implementing practical strategies 
that can help increase equity in early education through 
day-to-day interactions.
May 2022 176pp
9781605547527 Paperback £26.95 / €31.00

THE PLAY PRESCRIPTION
Using Play to Support Internalizing Behaviors
Aerial Liese

Explores internalising behaviors such as anxiety, depression, 
and social withdrawal found in young children, ages 3 
to 7. Aerial Liese discusses a range of research-supported 
interventions and prevention  
methods for children presenting symptoms, and offers 
clear descriptions of educational strategies and implications 
for educators.
2021 184pp
9781605547466 Paperback £36.50 / €41.00

POSITIVE BEHAVIOR INTERVENTIONS 
AND SUPPORTS FOR PRESCHOOL 
AND KINDERGARTEN
Marla J. Lohmann

Presents an evidence-based framework for preventing and 
addressing challenging behaviors in the classroom. This 
book provides specific information for teachers on creating 
and implementing a classroom-wide behavior management 
system, as well as research-based interventions for 
addressing challenging behaviors.
2021 200pp
9781605546841 Paperback £37.50 / €44.00

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/hearing-all-voices/?k=9781605547527
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-play-prescription/?k=9781605547466
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/positive-behavior-interventions-and-supports-for-preschool-and-kindergarten/?k=9781605546841
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/positive-behavior-interventions-and-supports-for-preschool-and-kindergarten/?k=9781605546841
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/positive-behavior-interventions-and-supports-for-preschool-and-kindergarten/?k=9781605546841
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-play-prescription/?k=9781605547466
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/hearing-all-voices/?k=9781605547527
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/positive-behavior-interventions-and-supports-for-preschool-and-kindergarten/?k=9781605546841
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/hearing-all-voices/?k=9781605547527
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/the-play-prescription/?k=9781605547466
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/positive-behavior-interventions-and-supports-for-preschool-and-kindergarten/?k=9781605546841
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Research Press Publishers

SKILLSTREAMING CHILDREN AND YOUTH WITH 
HIGH-FUNCTIONING AUTISM
A Guide for Teaching Prosocial Skills
Ellen McGinnis & Richard L. Simpson

Skillstreaming is a social-emotional learning programme designed to help children and 
youth learn positive ways to have their needs met. This guide employs Skillstreaming’s 
evidence-based four-part training approach to teach prosocial skills in a small-group context.

•  Programme book – Includes a total of 80 skills specifically tailored to the needs of learners 
with high-functioning autism and related disorders. The introduction offers a framework 
for understanding high-functioning autism disorders, defines unique characteristics of 
this population, and emphasises the role of individualised coaching and the assistance of 
supportive peers in helping these learners meet their unique challenges. The remainder of 
the book presents skills and related materials.

•  Skill cards – Convenient cue cards designed for student use during group sessions and 
homework assignments. The cards list the behavioral steps for each of the 80 skills 
contained in the Skillstreaming Children and Youth with High-Functioning Autism skills. Six 
cards are provided for each individual skill, for a total of 480 skill cards.

•  Skill posters (Set of 80) – A set of posters displaying the behavioral steps in each of the 
skills in the Skillstreaming Children and Youth with High-Functioning Autism programme. A 
great tool for reinforcing the skills they’re learning!

May 2022 
9780878227389 Product Bundle £174.00 / €203.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/skillstreaming-children-and-youth-with-high-functioning-autism/?k=9780878227389
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/skillstreaming-children-and-youth-with-high-functioning-autism/?k=9780878227389
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/skillstreaming-children-and-youth-with-high-functioning-autism/?k=9780878227389
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/skillstreaming-children-and-youth-with-high-functioning-autism/?k=9780878227389
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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BESTSELLER

CHILD-CENTERED PLAY THERAPY WORKBOOK
A Self-Directed Guide for Professionals
Jodi Ann Mullen & June M. Rickli

Combines the foundational content needed to orient play 
therapists to the child-centred approach, with an engaging 
series of reflective and experiential activities designed to help 
develop therapeutic competence. The many activities included 
here allow readers to engage in an interactive process to learn 
the philosophy and skills of child-centred play therapy.
2014 160pp
9780878226825 Paperback £42.95 / €50.00

SLACK Incorporated

GET FEEDBACK
Giving, Exhibiting, and Teaching Feedback in 
Special Education Teacher Preparation
Martha D. Elford, Heather Haynes Smith & Susanne James

Perfect for special education teacher preparation faculty, 
coordinators, and administrators, GET Feedback provides 
examples, activities, and support for integrating and aligning 
feedback instruction, demonstrating the importance of putting 
the adult learner, as the feedback recipient, at the centre of 
every feedback opportunity.
2021 344pp
9781630916916 Hardback £74.95 / €87.00

RESEARCH METHODS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
Brittany L. Hott, Frederick J. Brigham & Corey Peltier
Evidence-Based Instruction in Special Education
Provides access to cutting edge methodologies and related skills 
researchers need to successfully carry out projects in applied 
settings. Dedicated chapters focusing on quantitative research 
synthesis, single case design, and programme evaluation 
methods allow readers to develop a firm foundation.
2021 350pp
9781630917562 Paperback £69.95 / €81.00

Stylus Publishing

COLLEGE SUCCESS FOR STUDENTS ON THE 
AUTISM SPECTRUM
A Neurodiversity Perspective
S. Jay Kuder, Amy Accardo & John Woodruff

Helping both college faculty and student affairs staff enrich their 
understanding of the experiences of students on the autism 
spectrum, this book provides guidance on putting supports in 
place to increase college success.
2021 216pp
9781642670257 Paperback £37.50 / €44.00
9781642670240 Hardback £144.00 / €167.00
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Teachers College Press

EVERYBODY’S CLASSROOM
Differentiating for the Shared and Unique Needs of Diverse Students
Carol Ann Tomlinson

Offers primary school teachers both the foundations for differentiating their instruction and 
the means to maximise learning opportunities, by getting to know students beyond the labels 
and stereotypes that often accompany them into the classroom.

Book features:

•  Provides a framework for understanding the scope of differentiation, as opposed to 
seeing it as a prescribed set of instructional strategies.

•  Shows how to recognise common student needs that cut across student labels, from 
gifted to traumatised.

•  Offers suggestions for teacher actions based on observation of students and 
student work.

• Includes classroom examples and helpful tables, charts, and graphics.

“Tomlinson offers truly helpful ideas and approaches that will allow readers to experience the kind of 
success that is both immediately rewarding and also highly motivating to continue to do the needed 
work as they see students flourish.” 
—From the Foreword by James H. Borland, Teachers College, Columbia University
Apr 2022 192pp
9780807766194 Paperback £34.95 / €41.00
9780807766200 Hardback £104.00 / €121.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/everybodys-classroom/?k=9780807766194
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/everybodys-classroom/?k=9780807766194
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/everybodys-classroom/?k=9780807766194
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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MUSIC THERAPY WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN ON THE 
AUTISM SPECTRUM
Moments of Meeting
Geoff Barnes
Early Childhood Education Series
Drawing upon video recordings from 16 months in a preschool classroom, this book depicts 
the emerging relationships and abilities that develop through musical play with children 
on the autism spectrum. Barnes explores connections among students, teachers, and a 
music therapist; broader questions about the needs of young children; and the benefits of 
incorporating music therapy in early childhood education and school-based autism services. 

In vivid narratives, readers follow individual preschoolers through their challenges and 
their steps toward shared attention, interpersonal interaction, and communication during 
music. This important book raises key issues about autism supports and therapies, and offers 
encouraging alternatives to prevailing educational and therapeutic methods.

Features:

•  Chronicles the first two-year research study inside a music therapy group for preschoolers 
on the spectrum.

• Provides lucid personal portrayals of young children, teachers, and a music therapist.

•  Explores the challenges and encouraging possibilities of helping young children 
through music.

•  Describes the use of picture schedules, augmentative and alternative communication 
devices, musical instruments, percussion rhythms, and visual and tactile materials in 
music sessions.

•  Presents children’s engagement in vocal interplay, turn-taking, theme-and-variation 
exchanges, and reciprocal expressions of emotion in early childhood education.

Sep 2022 240pp
9780807767085 Paperback £39.95 / €46.00
9780807767092 Hardback £119.00 / €138.00

http://Music Therapy With Preschool Children on the Autism Spectrum
http://Music Therapy With Preschool Children on the Autism Spectrum
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/music-therapy-with-preschool-children-on-the-autism-spectrum/?k=9780807767085
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/music-therapy-with-preschool-children-on-the-autism-spectrum/?k=9780807767085
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BIOGRAPHY-DRIVEN 
CULTURALLY 
RESPONSIVE TEACHING
Honoring Race, Ethnicity, 
and Personal History, 
Third Edition
Socorro G. Herrera

This popular resource has 
transformed classrooms for 

thousands of teachers by providing how-to guidance for 
success with culturally and linguistically diverse students. It 
illustrates how to use strategies that recognise and leverage 
all the cultural and linguistic assets that students bring to 
their learning.
May 2022 208pp
9780807766484 Paperback £36.95 / €43.00
9780807766491 Hardback £110.00 / €128.00

DISCIPLINE DISPARITIES AMONG STUDENTS 
WITH DISABILITIES
Creating Equitable Environments
Edited by Pamela A. Fenning & Miranda Blake Johnson
Disability, Culture, and Equity Series
The decades-long problem of disproportionate school 
discipline and school-based arrests of students with 
disabilities, particularly those who also identify as Black or 
Native American, is explored in this authoritative book.
May 2022 288pp
9780807766422 Paperback £42.95 / €50.00
9780807766439 Hardback £128.00 / €149.00

DISCRIT EXPANDED
Reverberations, Ruptures, 
and Inquiries
Edited by Subini A. Annamma,  
Beth A. Ferri & David J. Connor
Disability, Culture, and  
Equity Series
Explores how DisCrit has both 
deepened and expanded, 
providing increasingly nuanced 

understandings about how racism and ableism circulate 
across geographic borders, academic disciplines, 
multiplicative identities, intersecting oppressions, and 
individual and cultural resistances.
May 2022 264pp
9780807766347 Paperback £44.95 / €52.00
9780807766354 Hardback £133.00 / €155.00

DISMANTLING DISPROPORTIONALITY
A Culturally Responsive and Sustaining 
Systems Approach
Maria G. Hernandez, David M. Lopez & Reed Swier
Disability, Culture, and Equity Series
Positions disproportionality as not solely a special education 
issue but, rather, a broader issue of educational inequality. 
This book draws on the authors’ experiences as assistance 
providers with the Center for Disproportionality, coupled 
with the latest research findings on the causes of racial 
disproportionality in general and special education.
Nov 2022 240pp
9780807767368 Paperback £36.95 / €43.00
9780807767375 Hardback £110.00 / €128.00

RADICALLY INCLUSIVE 
TEACHING WITH 
NEWCOMER & EMERGENT 
PLURILINGUAL STUDENTS
Braving Up
Alison G. Dover &  
Fernando (Ferran) Rodríguez-Valls

Learn how to enact curricular, 
pedagogical, and policy shifts 
that nourish students’ linguistic 

repertoires, redefine teaching and learning as reciprocal 
endeavours, promote student-to-student interactions that 
help newcomers feel less isolated, and create opportunities 
for students to experiment with language.
May 2022 176pp
9780807766408 Paperback £34.95 / €41.00
9780807766415 Hardback £104.00 / €121.00

SUSTAINING DISABLED YOUTH
Centering Disability in Asset Pedagogies
Edited by Federico R. Waitoller & Kathleen King Thorius
Multicultural Education Series
Brings together a collection of work that situates disability 
as a key aspect of children and youth’s cultural identity 
construction. This book explores how disability intersects 
with other markers of difference to create unique cultural 
repertoires to be valued, sustained, and utilised for learning.
Nov 2022 240pp
9780807767689 Paperback £47.95 / €56.00
9780807767696 Hardback £142.00 / €166.00

For further information, visit

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/results/?DS=&SF1=keyword&ST1=Special+Educational+Needs+and+Disability
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WHY ARE SO MANY STUDENTS OF COLOR IN 
SPECIAL EDUCATION?
Understanding Race and Disability in Schools, 
Third Edition
Beth Harry & Janette Klingner

Bringing to life the voices of children, families, and school 
personnel, this new edition of a bestseller describes in detail 
the school climates and social processes that place many 
children of colour at risk of being assigned inappropriate 
disability labels.
Aug 2022 272pp
9780807767320 Paperback £38.95 / €46.00
9780807767337 Hardback £116.00 / €135.00

A WORLD AWAY FROM IEPs
How Disabled Students Learn in  
Out-of-School Spaces
Erin McCloskey
Disability, Culture, and Equity Series
Step outside of the IEPs and behavioral paperwork 
currently generated in schools, go where disabled people 
are thriving today, and see the results in learning, growth, 
and expression. This authoritative book offers readers 
alternative ways to think about learning and behavior in 
special education.
May 2022 128pp
9780807766729 Paperback £36.95 / €43.00
9780807766736 Hardback £110.00 / €128.00

INCLUSIVE TEACHING
Strategies for Promoting Equity in the 
College Classroom
Kelly A. Hogan & Viji Sathy
Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
In a book written by and for college teachers, Kelly Hogan 
and Viji Sathy provide tips and advice on how to make all 
students feel welcome and included. This book seeks to 
provide a framework for individuals and communities to 
ask: who is being left behind and what can teachers do to 
add more structure?
Aug 2022 272pp
9781952271632 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

West Virginia University Press

https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/why-are-so-many-students-of-color-in-special-education/?k=9780807767320
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/why-are-so-many-students-of-color-in-special-education/?k=9780807767320
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/a-world-away-from-ieps/?k=9780807766729
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/inclusive-teaching/?k=9781952271632
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/a-world-away-from-ieps/?k=9780807766729
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/why-are-so-many-students-of-color-in-special-education/?k=9780807767320
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/inclusive-teaching/?k=9781952271632
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/why-are-so-many-students-of-color-in-special-education/?k=9780807767320
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/a-world-away-from-ieps/?k=9780807766729
https://www.eurospanbookstore.com/book/detail/inclusive-teaching/?k=9781952271632
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